Management of Postoperative Neurosurgical Patients
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Abstract

The patient profile undergoing neurosurgery varies from neonates to elderly, and from patients undergoing elective surgery to patients undergoing emergency surgeries. The goals of postoperative management include prevention of secondary brain injury and taking care of the major organ systems till the time patient recovers from the primary insult. Postsurgery, patients may be shifted to a neurosurgical intensive care unit or managed in a neurosurgical ward. As a general rule, all patients should be nursed 30-degree head up. We will be discussing the basic principles of postoperative management of neurosurgical patients.
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Introduction

The domains of neurosurgery have extended over time so that now any discussion about the postoperative care of neurosurgical patients must include the following categories of patients:

1. Those who have undergone intracranial surgery under general anesthesia (GA), under monitored anesthesia care (MAC), and under sedation.
2. Those who have undergone spinal procedures.
3. Those who have undergone neuroradiology procedures under GA, MAC, or sedation.
4. Those who have undergone gamma knife surgery.

Postoperatively, these patients can be cared for either in an intensive care unit (ICU) or in high-dependency wards.

Deciding the Level of Care and Monitoring Postoperatively

The postoperative level of care and monitoring should ideally be decided preoperatively. The decision whether to shift the patient to an ICU on mechanical ventilation or whether to extubate inside operation theater depends on several factors which include the following:

1. Preoperative status of patient.
2. Site of the surgery.
3. Surgical factors such as bleeding, and any brainstem handling.
4. Specific anticipated postoperative needs of the patient.
5. The following risk factors for postoperative shifting to ICU have been suggested:
   1. Diabetes mellitus.
   2. Duration of surgery more than 4 hours.
   4. Older age.

Rhondali et al conducted an observational cohort study involving 358 patients admitted to neuro-ICU after elective intracranial procedures. They observed that the predictors of postoperative complications included failure to extubate the trachea in operating room, and, to a lesser extent, a duration of surgery of more than 4 hours and lateral positioning of the patient during the procedure.1 Another prospective cohort study involving 400 patients suggested that diabetes and older age predicted the need for ICU admission postoperatively.2

Some common problems and conditions encountered in the postoperative period in neurosurgical patients are as follows:

1. Delayed awakening post surgery: It can have surgical or anesthetic causes. Generally, the effect of most anesthetic agents gets dissipated by 30 to 60 minutes. Any delayed awakening beyond this time period in usual circumstances should suggest a surgical cause.
2. Seizures: Early postoperative seizures are caused due to the surgical injury and stress response, whereas late postoperative seizures represent epilepsy and require long-term seizure prophylaxis.
3. Electrolyte abnormalities: All electrolyte abnormalities can be seen postoperatively, the most common being hyponatremia and hypernatremia. The two major causes of hyponatremia include syndrome of inappropriate antidiuretic hormone secretion (SIADH) and cerebral salt wasting syndrome (CSWS), which must be differentiated as the management of these conditions is entirely different. Dyselectrolytemias can sometimes occur after surgeries for pituitary tumors.

4. Tension pneumocephalus: It is a life-threatening condition, identified by “Mount Fuji” sign or “air bubble sign” on noncontrast computed tomography (CT) scan of the head. The patient may present with deterioration of consciousness, focal neurological deficits, severe restlessness, or seizures. Tension pneumocephalus must be rapidly treated with 100% oxygen and a frontal burr hole to release the trapped air under local or general anesthesia.

5. Postoperative infection: Risk factors for postoperative infection after cranial surgery include altered sensorium, multiple operations, pre-existing infection, emergency surgery, duration of surgery more than 4 hours, urinary catheterization, cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) leak, and prolonged ventilatory support.

Postoperative meningitis (POM) remains one of the most dreaded complications post neurosurgery. The reported incidence, according to most literature, of postoperative meningitis is quite variable between 0.5 and 8%. A high index of suspicion for meningitis is essential in patients who have the clinical triad of fever, neck stiffness, and disturbance in sensorium during the postoperative period. Postoperative bacterial meningitis is a rare complication of spinal surgery. It is considered to be a complication related to intraoperative incidental durotomy.

The etiology of POM includes a wide spectrum of microorganisms from gram-positive cocci to gram-negative bacilli. Postoperative aseptic meningitis has also been described. Aseptic meningitis occurs more frequently in children and after surgery involving the posterior fossa, and it may occur as a result of a local inflammatory reaction to blood breakdown products or to tumor antigens.

Chen et al in a retrospective cohort study described diabetes and presence of CSF shunts as high-risk factors for development of postoperative meningitis. They found Acinetobacter baumannii, Enterococcus sp, Streptococcus intermedius, and Klebsiella pneumoniae as the most common organisms responsible for postoperative meningitis.

According to the study by Srinivas et al, involving more than 18,000 patients, the incidence of postoperative meningitis was 2.2%. Gram-negative organisms were the most common causative pathogens and postoperative meningitis carried an overall mortality of 5%. Another retrospective study involving more than 1,000 patients of endonasal endoscopic skull base surgery found that the incidence of postoperative infection in endoscopic surgeries was comparable with that in open craniotomies.

6. Intracranial hemorrhage (ICH): An important and dangerous postoperative event is ICH. Most of the cases of ICH occur within 6 hours of surgery and are associated with postoperative hypertension and coagulopathy. Seifman et al in a review suggested that the incidence of postoperative hematoma varied between 0.8 and 6.9%.

7. Ventilator associated pneumonia (VAP): In patients who require prolonged mechanical ventilation (cervical spine, poor Glasgow Coma Scale (GCS) preoperatively) or those who suffer from aspiration owing to lower cranial nerve palsy with absent gag and cough reflex, even though traheetostomized early, ventilator-associated pneumonia develops as a major management issue. VAP is defined as pneumonia in any patient who is intubated and ventilated at the time of or within 48 hours before the onset of the event. It has been documented that simple measures such as the use of an alcohol-based hand rub before endotracheal suctioning reduces the incidence of VAP.

VAP is classified as early (occurring within first 4 days of hospitalization) or late (occurring on or after 5 days of hospitalization).

Clinical pulmonary infection score (CPIS) is a tool that was described to objectify the diagnosis of patients with suspected VAP. CPIS combines clinical, radiographic, physiological (PaO2/FiO2), and microbiologic data into a single numerical result. CPIS > 6 has demonstrated a good correlation with the presence of pneumonia as defined by quantitative cultures of bronchoscopic and nonbronchoscopic bronchoalveolar lavage (BAL) specimens.

The two most commonly used methods for the microbiological confirmation of VAP are bronchoalveolar lavage with quantitative cultures and endotracheal tube aspirate. The treatment of VAP consists of delivery of early and appropriate antibiotics. Broad-spectrum antibiotic coverage should be initiated as soon as VAP is suspected and should be replaced with targeted antibiotics once pathogen susceptibility has been determined.

**Monitoring in Postoperative Period**

1. Clinical monitoring—the minimum clinical monitoring in the postoperative period must consist of repeated GCS evaluation along with pupillary examination and motor and sensory examination to detect any new onset neurological deficit or deterioration. In patients who have undergone posterior fossa surgeries in close proximity to the brainstem, cranial nerve examination must be done.

2. Respiratory monitoring—Oxygen saturation must be monitored in all patients. End-tidal carbon dioxide (EtCO2) should be measured in all intubated patients. Partial pressures of CO2 (PaCO2) levels should be measured upon shifting to ICU and then at regular intervals or during any neurological deterioration as both hypo- and hypercapnia may be detrimental to the already injured brain. Normal PaCO2 values to be targeted in these patients vary between 35 and 45 mm Hg.

3. Hemodynamic monitoring—Noninvasive blood pressure (BP) monitoring should be done in all patients at regular intervals. In patients with uncontrolled hypotension
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NSAIDS can cause platelet dysfunction and increased bleeding times while paracetamol alone is ineffective to provide adequate analgesia. Overall, the use of NSAIDS has been shown by some authors to provide satisfactory pain relief, their use remains contentious and presently there is no consensus on their role.24

**Management of Common Postoperative Complications**

**Postoperative Nausea and Vomiting Prophylaxis**

The incidence of postoperative nausea and vomiting (PONV) after craniotomy is said to be around 50%.21 Risk factors for PONV after intracranial surgery include female gender, younger age, and infratentorial surgery. PONV can cause arterial hypertension and a consequent increase in ICP. Vomiting in a patient who is not fully conscious can prove to be catastrophic due to aspiration followed by respiratory deterioration. Most commonly used drugs for PONV prophylaxis include ondansetron, dexamethasone, and cyclizine. A commonly followed approach is to provide intraoperative PONV prophylaxis and then provide rescue therapy in the postoperative period.

**Postoperative Analgesia**

Provision of adequate analgesia in neurosurgical procedures remains a neglected entity. Inadequate analgesia post surgery can lead to hypertension and tachycardia. It is said that approximately 60% of postcraniotomy patients experience moderate to severe pain up to the second postoperative day or present with persistent pain with neuropathic elements several months after surgery.22 Multimodality analgesia utilizing nerve blocks, non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDS), opioids, and other drugs is considered to be the best modality for postoperative analgesia in neurological patients. Intravenous opioid patient-controlled analgesia provides betterpostoperative analgesia than intermittent opioid administration.24

The use of scalp block has demonstrated lower postoperative pain scores and lower postoperative rescue drug requirement.25 The exact value of preincision wound infiltration in a patient who is not fully conscious can prove to be catastrophic due to aspiration followed by respiratory deterioration. Most commonly used drugs for PONV prophylaxis include ondansetron, dexamethasone, and cyclizine. A commonly followed approach is to provide intraoperative PONV prophylaxis and then provide rescue therapy in the postoperative period.

**Seizure Prophylaxis**

Patients getting antiseizure medication preoperatively should continue receiving the same postoperatively also. Routine antiseizure prophylaxis is not recommended in patients with brain tumors. The two most commonly used drugs are phenytoin and levetiracetam. Considering the many side effects of phenytoin (hirsutism, osteomalacia, teratogenicity, megaloblastic anemia, ataxia, lymphadenopathy, and hyperglycemia), levetiracetam can be a better drug with lesser side effects to administer for seizure prophylaxis; however, local institutional protocols do come into play when antiseizure medications are concerned.

**Corticosteroids**

Dexamethasone is the most common corticosteroid administered, for management of vasogenic edema. It is usually initiated preoperatively, and continued peri- and postoperatively. A plateau effect is observed after 4 to 6 days of treatment. Whenever, such drugs are administered, regular blood sugar monitoring becomes very essential and needs to be appropriately managed as per clinical situations.
Special Considerations as per the Procedures Performed

1. Cerebral aneurysm clipping/coiling—Good grade cerebral aneurysms who have undergone an uneventful coiling/clipping can be safely extubated at the end of procedure. Early assessment of neurological function is imperative. Of great importance in these patients is the early detection and management of delayed cerebral ischemia. Repeated transcranial Doppler examination help in early detection of vasospasm. All these patients must be administered nimodipine 60 mg (1 mg/kg) every 4 hours orally up to 21 days from the day of ictus.

   The importance of triple H therapy for management of vasospasm has waned over time to an extent that presently only induced hypotension is employed as a modality for management of vasospasm. The most common drugs used for induced hypotension include noradrenaline, phenylephrine, dobutamine, and dopamine. The BP is titrated to a level necessary to reverse the features of vasospasm or to a maximum of 160 to 200 mm Hg post securing the aneurysm. Many patients with vasospasm may require administration of targeted intra-arterial nimodipine therapy after the confirmation by digital subtraction angiography.

   In poor grade cerebral aneurysms, fluid and electrolyte abnormalities are exceedingly common and must be detected and corrected early. Transthoracic echocardiography can be used to detect cardiac manifestations of aneurysmal SAH.

   In patients who have undergone aneurysm coiling, the arterial puncture site and the distal pulses must be examined at regular intervals.

2. Surgeries for pituitary tumors—The surgeries for pituitary tumors can be performed transcranially or transnasally. The postoperative pain scores and analgesic requirements are considered to be lower in patients who have undergone trans-sphenoidal surgery. The acromegaly patients need to be monitored regularly to detect any airway obstruction or impending respiratory distress. All patients receiving hormone supplementation preoperatively must be restarted on the drugs postoperatively as soon as possible. CSF rhinorrhea is a possibility in these patients if arachnoid has been breached and a thorough monitoring of CSF leak, rising total leucocyte count and fever must be investigated further to prevent and treat occurrence of meningitis. Apart from CSF leak, diabetes insipidus, postoperative nausea and vomiting, and hematoma at the operation site are other commonly found postoperative complications.

3. Stroke patients—While caring for stroke patients who have undergone mechanical thrombectomy, it is important to realize that good postoperative care is necessary to optimize outcomes. These patients are critically ill and need to be cared for postoperatively, especially with regard to issues such as stress ulcers, pressure ulcers, and peripheral venous thrombosis. Also, hyperglycemia, hyperthermia, and pulmonary aspiration should be prevented. Postoperative BP goals should balance penumbra perfusion against risk for reperfusion injury and hemorrhage. A mean arterial pressure of 10 to 20% above baseline (systolic blood pressure [SBP] < 185 mm Hg) to support ischemic penumbra, but a lower SBP (140–160 mm Hg) is necessary following intracranial hemorrhage. Other considerations include management of possible allergic reactions to contrast agents and prevention of contrast-induced nephropathy. The site of arterial puncture must be monitored regularly to detect any bleeding, or formation of pseudoaneurysm early. Close, frequent neurological monitoring, especially in the first 24 to 48 hours is essential as these patients can suffer from vessel reocclusion postoperatively.

4. Traumatic brain injury—The postoperative care of patients who have undergone decompression craniectomy becomes a part of the critical care of these patients. The primary aim in these patients who have suffered traumatic brain injury is to prevent secondary brain insults and to maintain cerebral homeostasis. Maintenance of a CPP of at least 70 mm Hg should be carefully sought for to prevent secondary brain ischemia (Brain Trauma Foundation guidelines, fourth edition). The use of hyperventilation in these patients should be limited to periods of impending neurological deterioration as prolonged hyperventilation may deplete the penumbral regions of essential blood and oxygen supply due to vasospasm. Hyperventilation should be avoided in first 24 hours post injury as the brain is already having a critically low blood supply during this period. It is imperative that some kind of ICP monitoring (invasive or noninvasive) must be continued postoperatively in these patients.

Nutrition should be started in these patients as soon as possible. By fifth day, patients should attain basal caloric replacement. While sedating these patients, it must be remembered that high doses of propofol can produce significant morbidity (propofol infusion syndrome).

Parkland protocol: This protocol helps us guide timing of DVT prophylaxis in patients of TBI. In this algorithm, patients with any of the following are classified “low risk” for spontaneous progression: subdural hemorrhage < 8 mm thick, epidural hemorrhage < 8 mm thick, contusions < 20 mm in diameter, a single contusion per lobe, any amount of subarachnoid hemorrhage, or any amount of intraventricular hemorrhage. Patients with any injury exceeding these are “high risk” for progression. In patients at low risk, enoxaparin can be initiated 24 hours post injury, provided CT head performed at 24 hours post injury shows a stable injury. In patients at high risk, a CT head should be performed after 72 hours of injury and enoxaparin should be initiated only after CT head reveals a stable injury.

Around 5 to 7% percent of patients hospitalized for TBI experience seizures. The latest guidelines issued by the Brain Trauma Foundation and the American Academy of Neurology (AAN) recommend post traumatic seizures (PTS) prophylaxis only during the first 7 days after TBI.

TBI can result in coagulopathy, stress ulcers, pituitary dysfunction, neurogenic pulmonary edema, pulmonary...
aspiration, and other systemic manifestations which must be kept in mind when caring for these patients.

6. **Spine surgery patients**—Most patients can be safely extubated post spinal surgery. In patients who have undergone a cervical surgery, a long duration surgery in prone position, having preoperative pulmonary impairment or patients with metabolic impairment, extubation may be delayed. The nerve supply of diaphragm comes from phrenic nerve (C3–C5). Respiratory and pulmonary function may be significantly affected following cervical or thoracic spinal cord injury. Injury to spinal cord at or above the level of C3 causes apnoea and complete loss of respiratory function, and these patients require long-term mechanical ventilation. In cervical spinal cord injury below C3, there will be partial diaphragmatic paralysis and the ability of the patient to cough is highly impaired. Hence, these patients rapidly develop hypercarbia, hypoxemia, atelectasis, and inability to clear their secretions. Therefore, nearly all patients with a complete subaxial cervical spinal cord injury (SCI) will require tracheostomy, and mechanical ventilatory support during the early phases of therapy. Nearly all patients with complete cervical SCI above C6 require a tracheostomy and a tracheostomy tube should be placed early (3–7 days) from the time of injury, as little benefit is realized by delaying the procedure further.33 In patients on mechanical ventilation, all precautions must be taken to prevent development of ventilator-induced lung injury and ventilator-associated pneumonia with the help of lung protective ventilation, chest physiotherapy, and maintenance of good oral hygiene. It must be remembered that pulmonary complications are the most common cause of early mortality and morbidity in these patients. In most patients with lesions below C4, weaning from ventilator should be possible eventually after around 2 to 3 weeks of ventilation.

Autonomic dysreflexia (AD) is a real threat in postoperative period and can be life threatening. The most common symptoms of autonomic dysreflexia are sweating, pounding headache, tingling sensation on the face and neck, blotchy skin around the neck, and goose bumps. A variety of noxious or noxious stimuli can trigger episodes of AD, most common being irritation of the urinary bladder or colon. Briefly, management consists of raising the head end of the bed, loosening of clothes, and removing compression stockings and abdominal binder. The trigger should be detected and removed. Pharmacological control of BP should be done. Postoperative visual loss is a rare but tragic complication which is seen in around 0.2% of spine patients.34 Hence, vision should be assessed after prolonged surgery after the patient becomes awake and alert. Any indication of deficit should be immediately followed by an ophthalmologic consultation. Magnetic resonance imaging should also be considered to evaluate for nonophthalmologic and intracranial causes of blindness.

Venous thromboembolism should be prevented and intermittent pneumatic compression with pharmacologic prophylaxis should be administered once adequate hemostasis is obtained (preferably within 48–72 hours following surgery).35 Surgical site infections can occur post spine surgery. The risk factors include diabetes, history of smoking, and alcohol intake.

7. Others—Patients who have undergone procedures under MAC or sedation (stereotactic biopsy, awake craniotomy, etc.) must be monitored for development of any respiratory embarrassment.

In patients who have undergone endoscopic third ventriculostomy, transient neurological deficit is common.36 Postoperative monitoring of serum electrolyte levels is warranted because diabetes insipidus and hypothalamic dysfunction have been reported in multiple series of patients undergoing endoscopic surgery.37

Postoperative behavioral and cognitive problems are common after DBS insertion and should be managed with assessment of potential underlying causes.38

Normal perfusion pressure breakthrough is a common occurrence in patients who have been treated for arteriovenous malformations or carotid endarterectomy, leading to significant brain swelling. These patients can suffer from hemodynamic changes postoperatively and intra-arterial cannula is maintained during the initial postoperative period to permit continuous blood pressure monitoring and blood sampling for arterial blood gas analyses. TCD monitoring into the postoperative period has been used to detect microemboli originating in the ipsilateral carotid artery in the hours following CEA.

**Conclusion**

Postoperative care of neurosurgical patients remains a risky affair, which must be managed with utmost care. While a proper postoperative care in neurosurgical patients will ensure speedy recovery and better outcomes, any mishap in the postoperative period will undo all the efforts made on the patient by the intraoperative team.
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